
One dedicated 
partner for every 
wall building project



Building projects are complex undertakings, involving 
many different stakeholders with equally different needs 
and demands. From architects to planners to distributors 
and contractors – everyone is under pressure to work 
faster, smarter and more efficiently. Combined with major 
trends and challenges like increasing material costs, 
qualified labour shortages, rising demands for greater 
energy efficiency and sustainability, completing  
construction projects today requires great effort. 

All this illustrates why today’s building projects don’t  
need more suppliers and solutions. What you need is 
fewer – but more reliable – partners that can support  
you at every stage of the building process with proven 
expertise and solutions. 

Ultimately, this will increase cost-efficiency and lead  
to timely project completion and a high-quality  
end product.

Partnership is key
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At H+H we believe collaboration creates lasting 
value. By understanding our customers, their  
local needs and industry trends, we can help  
them overcome challenges today – and tomorrow.  
This makes us the ideal partner for wall  
building projects.

We know that choosing the right partner for internal 
and external wall construction is essential, as it’s a 
decision that can affect the entire build. As true 
masonry specialists, we also know exactly how our 
materials can optimise the building process. 

With solid process expertise and a complete range  
of sustainable wall building materials, we help ensure 
our customers experience the benefits of better 
workflows and timely project completion as well as 
increased cost efficiency and high-quality results. 

Whether planning, distributing or building, with H+H 
you will benefit from a professional, trustworthy 
partner able to support you at every stage of the 
building process.

Because at H+H we are 
PARTNERS IN WALL BUILDING

Wall solutions
combined with solid
process expertise
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From the very early stages of the building project we 
support our customers with a wide range of wall building 
materials as well as expertise and guidance. We provide a 
sustainable end product that improves the indoor climate 
and offers energy savings. And, through long-term 
relationships with our distributors, we ensure our solutions 
are always available and ready to meet market demands.

From planners and architects, to distributors and builders, 
we work together with all stakeholders at every stage of  
the wall building process. 

A partner from 
first drawing to  
installation completion

PARTNERS IN WALL BUILDING

PLANNING & SPECIFICATION

One-stop shop for wall building

Sustainable solutions

Improved workflows
& processes

Technical support &
material expertise

SELECTIO
N &

 D
ELIV

ERY
Availability

One point of contact

Transparency

Reliable delivery

BUILDING & INSTALLATION

On-site support

High-quality solutions

Improved workflows
& processes

One-stop shop for
wall building

SALES &
 U

SE

Flexibility & quality

Improved energy savings

Improved indoor climate

Sustainable solutions
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We know how crucial is to get off to the right
start. We can support you in the very early
planning stages with a complete range of
eco-friendly wall building solutions, process
expertise and guidance on how to optimise
the wall building process. This helps ensure
hassle-free planning and specification stages,
better and faster building processes and a
sustainable high-quality end result.

Planning & Specification

The right partner
for hassle-free
 planning

One-stop shop  
for wall building

From internal to external walls,  
in high and low-rise buildings

Sustainable solutions
Our solutions can improve the 

indoor climate and increase 
fire-resistance, energy savings 

and acoustic comfort

Improved workflows  
and processes

We provide guidance  
for optimising workflows  

and wall building

Technical support  
and material expertise

We are here to answer your 
questions regarding products 

and materials
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Availability
We ensure our wall  

solutions are available  
at builders’ merchants 

and to site

One point of contact
We focus on one point  

of contact and fostering  
good relationships with  

our customers

Transparency
We proactively  

communicate regarding  
prices, contracts, deliveries  

and agreements

Reliable delivery
We make sure our 

solutions are delivered  
to the right place  
at the right time

Our wall solutions are available to meet all market 
demands and we focus on building long-term 
partnerships with our customers. You can always rely 
on us to ensure high-quality materials are delivered 
on site, to the right place, at the right time.

Selection & Delivery

Quality wall solutions  
available when you  
need them
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As true masonry specialists we know exactly how  
our materials make the building process smoother. 
With a full range of wall building solutions, combined 
with process know-how and expertise, we can help 
contractors and installers achieve better work-flows, 
timely project completion and increased cost-efficiency.

Building & Installation

 The go-to builders’  
partner for better  
and faster workflows

One-stop shop  
for wall building

Internal and external walls for 
high and low-rise buildings

Improved workflows  
and processes

We can help reduce complexity 
and ensure cost-efficient 

projects completed on time

High-quality solutions
We ensure the highest quality 
solutions from raw materials 
right through to installation

On-site support
We can provide on-site  

support if you have  
questions or if complications 

should occur
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Our homes, flats, offices and other buildings need to 
be comfortable, safe and sustainable. Our wall 
building solutions have been specially developed to 
deliver future-proof results. An improved indoor 
climate and energy savings due to better thermal 
insulation, fire-resistance and increased safety, as 
well as better acoustic insulation between rooms 
– these are just some of the many benefits people 
who use and live in buildings featuring  
H+H solutions will enjoy.

Sales & Use

We partner 
to develop sustainable  
end products

Improved indoor climate
Improved thermal and 

acoustic insulation 
increases comfort and 

indoor climate

Improved energy savings
Better insulation of

external walls ensures
improved energy savings

Flexibility and quality
A wall solution that can be 

designed in limitless ways and 
built to last for generations

Sustainable solutions
Responsible sourcing of raw 

materials for all our solutions 
and products across markets
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H+H UK Limited
Celcon House, Ightham,
Sevenoaks, Kent TN15 9HZ

01732 886333
info@hhcelcon.co.uk
www.hhcelcon.co.uk

Do you want to learn more 
about how we can help you?

We can support you throughout the entire building 
process. Contact us today and we can plan how to 
partner for your next wall building project.

www.hhcelcon.co.uk


